The homeodomain transcription factor Crx is required for expression of many photoreceptor genes in the mammalian retina. The mechanism by which Crx activates transcription remains to be determined. Using protein -protein interaction assays, Crx was found to interact with three co-activator proteins (complexes): STAGA, Cbp and p300, all of which possess histone acetyl-transferase (HAT) activity. To determine the role of Crx -HAT interactions in target gene chromatin modification and transcriptional activation, quantitative RT -PCR and chromatin immunoprecipitation were performed on Crx target genes, rod and cone opsins, in developing mouse retina. Although cone opsins are transcribed earlier than rhodopsin during development, the transcription of each gene is preceded by the same sequence of events in their promoter and enhancer regions: (i) binding of Crx, followed by (ii) binding of HATs, (iii) the acetylation of histone H3, then (iv) binding of other photoreceptor transcription factors (Nrl and Nr2e3) and RNA polymerase II. In Crx knockout mice (Crx 2/2 ), the association of HATs and AcH3 with target promoter/enhancer regions was significantly decreased, which correlates with aberrant opsin transcription and photoreceptor dysfunction in these mice. Similar changes to the opsin chromatin were seen in Y79 retinoblastoma cells, where opsin genes are barely transcribed. These defects in Y79 cells can be reversed by expressing a recombinant Crx or applying histone deacetylase inhibitors. Altogether, these results suggest that one mechanism for Crxmediated transcriptional activation is to recruit HATs to photoreceptor gene chromatin for histone acetylation, thereby inducing and maintaining appropriate chromatin configurations for transcription.
INTRODUCTION
Rods and cones are the two types of photoreceptor neurons in the vertebrate retina that are specialized for carrying out phototransduction, the process of converting light into a neuronal signal. These neurons preferentially express a set of genes, the so-called photoreceptor genes, which encode proteins that are required for photoreceptor function. Of these genes, rhodopsin and cone opsins have been studied extensively. Rhodopsin is specifically expressed by the rod photoreceptors that are highly sensitive to dim light and thus responsible for night vision. M/L-and S-cone opsins are expressed by the corresponding cone photoreceptors that are responsible for color vision in bright light. Appropriate expression of opsin genes, along with other photoreceptor genes, is required for normal photoreceptor development and maintenance, as over-expression or under-expression of these genes can lead to developmental defects or photoreceptor degeneration (1, 2) .
Development of various neurons in the mammalian retina follows a sophisticated choreographic process involving coordinated progenitor cell proliferation and differentiation. All major cell types in the retina are generated from common multi-potent progenitor cells (3, 4) in an highly conserved order and overlapping phases (5): ganglion cells, horizontal cells and cone cells are born in early phases, whereas rods, bipolar cells and Muller glial cells are born in late phases (6, 7) . Despite a wide range of birth dates, developing photoreceptor cells express opsins, the terminal differentiation markers, much later during development (8) . As an example, # The Author 2007. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For Permissions, please email: journals.permissions@oxfordjournals.org rhodopsin transcription in mouse was detected around postnatal day 3 (P3) and peaks at about P14 (9) , which is much later than the birth dates (P0) of the majority of rods. The mechanism for this 'lagging' period between birth dates and opsin expression is largely unknown. However, this phenomenon might be important for generating appropriate ratios of various photoreceptor subtypes.
Increasing evidence suggests that cell type specification and differentiation of the retinal progenitor cells is controlled by intrinsic factors and extrinsic signals (10, 11) . A series of homeodomain and basic helix -loop -helix proteins have been reported to serve as intrinsic factors (12, 13) . For rod and cone photoreceptor cells, interplays among members of homeodomain, basic leucine zipper and nuclear receptor families appear to play an important role in their cell fate specification and patterning (14) . For example, rod development requires the action of homeodomain factors Otx2 (15) and Crx (16 -18) , the neuroretina leucine-zipper protein Nrl (19) and the photoreceptor-specific nuclear receptor Nr2e3 (20) . M/L cone development requires thyroid hormone receptor beta 2 isoform (Trb2) (21) in addition to Otx2/Crx. In contrast, S-cone specification appears to involve combinatorial actions of many factors, including all the factors mentioned above and several other members of the nuclear receptor family, such as the retinoid-related orphan receptor beta (Rorb) (22) , the retinoid X receptor gamma (Rxrg) (23) , the orphan nuclear receptor Nr2e1 (Tlx) (24) and possibly Nr1d1 (25) that interacts with Nr2e3. Despite recent progress in identifying photoreceptor transcription factors and their role in photoreceptor subtype specification, little is known about their mechanism of action. Both Crx and Nrl have been shown to act as transcription activators (16, 26) , whereas Nr2e3 is a dual regulator that activates the expression of some rod genes but represses cone genes (25,27 -29) .
Increasing evidence indicates that chromatin remodeling is an important mechanism for transcription regulation. Two major types of chromatin remodeling are known: (i) ATPdependent nucleosome positioning, which alters the accessibility of nucleosomal DNA to regulatory factors (reviewed in 30); (ii) covalent modifications of histone tails, including acetylation, phosphorylation and methylation (reviewed in 31) , which also alters the configuration of chromatin for interaction with transcription factors and the basal transcriptional machinery. Among these modifications, histone acetylation has been studied extensively. Enhanced transcription is often associated with increased histone acetylation, particularly lysine acetylation of histone H3 (at K9/K14 positions) (32) , whereas silencing is commonly correlated with histone hypoacetylation (33 -35) . Histone acetylation is a dynamic process controlled by histone acetyl-transferases (HATs) and histone deacetylases (HDACs) (36, 37) . Several co-activator proteins or complexes are known to possess intrinsic HAT activity, including Gcn5/Pcaf (38, 39) , which catalyze K9/K14 acetylation of histone H3, and Cbp/p300 (40) , which catalyze acetylation of both histone H3 and H4 (33) . These HAT containing co-activators can be recruited to selected regulatory DNA regions (promoters/enhancers) by specific transcription factors to catalyze histone H3/H4 acetylation for transcriptional activation (reviewed in 41). Histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi) that block the reverse direction of this pathway can also enhance histone acetylation, thereby altering transcription (42) . HDACi therapy is being developed to treat certain types of cancers that are characterized by transcription dysregulation (42, 43) .
It was observed a long time ago that mature rod and cone photoreceptors have distinct nuclear architecture and heterochromatin patterns (44) . The mature rod nuclei possess a large and highly condensed heterochromatin territory surrounded by a thin and less condensed euchromatin layer. This charateristic chromatin pattern arises during rod maturation when rod-specific gene expression reaches a peak (45) . Highly transcribed rod genes such as rhodopsin and transcription factors that regulate their expression appear to co-localize in the euchromatin area, excluded from the condensed heterochromatin territory (46) . Interestingly, two regulatory proteins, ataxin-7 and pRb, have been reported to be important for the development or maintenance of this rod phenotype (46, 47) . Both are known to be involved in chromatin remodeling and transcription regulation. Ataxin-7 is a disease protein that causes spinocerebellar ataxia type 7 (SCA7) with photoreceptor degeneration, when its polyglutamine (poly-Q) tract is expanded (48) . Ataxin-7 is a component of STAGA/TFTC chromatin remodeling complexes containing Gcn5 HAT (49, 50) . Ectopic expression of a poly-Q expanded ataxin-7 in rod photoreceptor cells resulted in dysregulation of photoreceptor genes and degeneration of rods, accompanied by altered histone H3 acetylation and loss of the heterochromatin pattern of affected cells (46) . However, it is unclear which change is the cause and which is the consequence of other alterations, and more fundamentally, if any of the epigenetic patterns is directly linked to photoreceptor gene expression.
The retinoblastoma protein pRb is another chromatin modulator that is involved in rod differentiation. pRb is essential for retinal progenitor cell proliferation and differentiation of rod photoreceptors as demonstrated by conditional Rb1 knockout mice (47) . Rb1-deficient immature photoreceptor cells exhibit a large nucleus volume, fail to undergo chromatin condensation and are unable to express rhodopsin and other rod markers (45, 51) . Consistent with this, the Rb1-deficient Y79 retinoblastoma cell line does not express opsins, the terminal differentiation markers for photoreceptors. pRb and its family of pocket proteins (p107 and p130) are known to regulate transcription by interacting with a number of transcription factors and cofactors/enzymes with histone modification and chromatin remodeling capability (52) . pRb binds to E2F and converts it from a transcriptional activator to a repressor for genes involved in cell cycle progression through a mechanism that involves the recruitment of HDACs (53 -55) . Using neonatal mouse retinal explant cultures, HDAC activity was recently reported to be important for appropriate gene expression and differentiation of rods (56) . pRb is also known to interact with histone methyltransferases to establish heterochromatin (57, 58) . Furthermore, pRb influences the accessibility of chromatin through interactions with ATPdependent helicases, Brg1 and Brm, the catalytic subunits of the SNF/SWI chromatin remodeling complex (59, 60) . Thus, pRb could promote rod differentiation by activating rod gene expression via modulating chromatin organization and configuration. However, the exact molecular mechanism by which pRb regulates rod differentiation and its role in photoreceptor gene expression remain to be determined.
The cone-rod homeobox protein Crx is a photoreceptorspecific trans-activator (16) required for differentiation and maintenance of both cone and rod photoreceptors. Crx contains a homeodomain near the N-terminus (Fig. 1B) that is required for DNA recognition and nuclear localization. It also contains two activation domains, AD-1 and AD-2 in the C-terminal portion (Fig. 1B) , that are essential for transcriptional activation (61) . Crx mutations cause several forms of retinal degeneration, including cone-rod dystrophy, Leber's congenital amaurosis (LCA) and retinitis pigmentosa (62) (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) . Photoreceptors of homozygous Crx knockout (Crx 2/2 ) mice do not develop outer segments and therefore are non-functional and undergo slow degeneration (18) . Expression levels of many photoreceptor genes are altered, although not abolished, in Crx 2/2 mice (18, 68, 69) , suggesting that these genes are either direct or indirect targets of Crx. Using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays, we showed previously that the opsin genes are direct targets of Crx (70, 71) . The mechanism by which Crx activates transcription is unknown. It has been reported to interact with several transcription regulators, including Nrl (72), Nr2e3 (29) , Sp4/Sp1 (73) and Qrx (74) . More recently, Crx was found to interact with ataxin-7 in the STAGA complex (75) . This interaction is mediated by the poly-Q-rich regions of Crx and ataxin-7 (70) . Since Gcn5 is a key component of STAGA, this finding implies that Crx can recruit Gcn5 HAT by interacting with ataxin-7 (50, 70) . Crx was also reported to interact with Cbp and p300, two other HAT-containing co-activators (76) . Thus, we hypothesize that Crx activates transcription by recruiting HAT-harboring co-activators to target gene promoters and promoting histone acetylation. In this paper, we describe experimental evidence supporting this hypothesis. We show that two HATs, Gcn5 and Cbp, and acetylated histone H3 (AcH3) are associated with opsin gene promoters in a Crx-dependent manner in developing and mature mouse retina, as well as in Y79 retinoblastoma cells. This association correlates with opsin transcription. Furthermore, HDACi treatments can enhance K9/K14 acetylation of histone H3 and transcription of endogenous opsin genes in Crx-deficient Y79 cells.
RESULTS
Crx interacts with Cbp and p300 via distinct domains, independent of the Qn motif required for Gcn5 recruitment Crx was previously reported to interact with Cbp and p300 in a mammalian two-hybrid assay (76) , although whether this interaction is direct or indirect via other proteins is not known. To determine whether Crx directly interacts with Cbp or p300, co-immunoprecipitation (co-ip) assays with in vitro-translated proteins were carried out. Figure 1A shows that an anti-Crx antibody can co-immunoprecipitate 35 S-labeled Cbp (lane 1 versus 2) or p300 (lane 3 versus 4) in a Crx-dependent manner. Reciprocally, an anti-Cbp or anti-p300 antibody can also co-immunoprecipitate 35 S-labeled Crx in the presence of each respective antigen (lane 7 versus 8 and lane 9 versus 10). These results suggest that Crx can directly interact with Cbp or p300 in vitro.
To determine which domain(s) of Crx is responsible for interacting with Cbp or p300, in vitro co-ip assays were carried out using a series of deleted and mutated forms of Crx (Fig. 1B) . The Crx N-terminal region spanning amino acids 1 -107, including the homeodomain, appears to be responsible for interacting with Cbp (Fig. 1B) , since deleting this region completely abolished the ability of Crx to interact with Cbp (Fig. 1C, lanes 6-9) , whereas a peptide harboring this region alone is sufficient to mediate Crx's interaction with Cbp (Fig. 1C, lane 2) . Within this 1 -107 region, amino acids 1-33 N-terminal to the homeodomain appear to contribute to Crx's ability to interact with Cbp, since deleting these amino acids reduced Crx -Cbp interaction strength (scored as + in Fig. 1B) . This is based on a comparison between the intensity of immunoprecipited Crx from constructs with and without amino acids 1 -33 in Figure 1C (lane 1 versus 13 and lane 2 versus 15). This 1 -107 region also includes the glutamine-rich (Qn) region and two glutamine residues in the homeodomain C-terminus that are known to be critical for recruiting ataxin-7-STAGA complex containing Gcn5-HAT (70) . To test whether Crx -Cbp interaction requires the Qn motif, in vitro co-ip assays were performed using mutant forms of Crx that partially (DQ 7 ) or completely (Q96/97WDQ 7 ) lack the nine Q residues. Both mutants showed a normal ability to interact with Cbp (Fig. 1C , lanes 11 and 12 versus lane 1), suggesting that the Qn motif and Cterminus of the homeodomain are not critical for Crx's interaction with Cbp. Taken together, these results suggest that the Crx domain responsible for interacting with Cbp maps to amino acids 1-107, independent of the Qn motif, as summarized in Figure 1B . Interestingly, the Crx domain responsible for interacting with p300 maps to a region within Crx transactivation domain 2 (AD-2) (amino acids 160-208) (Fig. 1B) , distinct from the Cbp-interaction domain. As shown in Figure 1D , deleting C-terminal amino acids 209 -299 (construct 1 -208), or N-terminal amino acids 1-158 (construct 159 -299), did not abolish Crx's interaction with p300 (Fig. 1D, lanes 4 and 7) , whereas any other deletion mutant missing the 160 -208 region showed no detectable interaction with p300. Thus, Crx appears to use distinct domains for interacting with different co-activators, Cbp, p300 and previously reported STAGA-Gcn5 (via ataxin-7), raising the possibility that Crx could recruit all three HAT-containing co-activators simultaneously.
The next question is whether these Crx -co-activator interactions occur in vivo. As an initial step to address this question, co-ip assays were carried out using nuclear extracts made from P14 retinae of wild-type (WT) and Crx knockout (Crx 2/2 ) mice. Figure 2 shows that an anti-Crx antibody (p119b) co-immunoprecipitated Cbp, p300 and Gcn5 with Crx from the nuclear extracts made from WT, but not from Crx 2/2 mice (lane 3 versus 4). Non-specific IgG failed to pull down the three HATs from WT nuclear extracts (lane 5), further demonstrating the specificity of the co-ip assays. These results suggest that Crx complexes with Cbp, p300 and Gcn5-STAGA in vivo.
In addition, immunoblot analysis of the three co-activators in the nuclear extracts demonstrated that the amount of Cbp protein is significantly reduced in Crx 2/2 retina when compared with the WT level, although no apparent changes in Gcn5 and p300 protein levels were seen in the Crx 2/2 retina (Fig. 2 , lane 2 versus 1). To confirm these results, quantitative RT -PCR assays were carried out to compare mRNA levels of each co-activator in the retina of Crx 2/2 versus WT mice. The Crx 2/2 retina showed lower mRNA levels than the WT retina for Cbp (46.7 + 1.9% WT) and p300 (75.0 + 2.0% WT), but no significant change in Gcn5 mRNA levels (95.6 + 2.1% WT). These results suggest that Crx is important for keeping appropriate expression levels of Cbp (and possibly p300) in the retina.
As a second step to determine whether Crx interacts with the three co-activators in vivo, immunohistochemistry assays were carried out to determine whether they are expressed in the photoreceptor cells where Crx is expressed. Antibodies against each of the four proteins were used to stain paraffin-embedded sections of P28 WT and Crx 2/2 mouse retina. As expected, Gcn5, Cbp and p300 are each expressed in all three nuclear layers of the mouse retina, whereas Crx is mainly expressed in the outer nuclear layer where photoreceptor nuclei reside (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1 ). The immunostaining intensity and distribution of each co-activator appear similar in Crx 2/2 and WT retina. This co-localization of Cbp, p300 and Gcn5 with Crx in photoreceptor nuclei further supports the interaction of Crx with these cofactors in vivo.
Crx recruits HAT-containing co-activators to the promoter/enhancer regions of opsin genes in the retina, triggering histone H3 (K9/K14) acetylation and transcriptional activation
To determine whether HAT-containing co-activators Gcn5, Cbp and p300 contribute to Crx-dependent transcriptional regulation of the opsin genes in vivo, we carried out ChIP assays using mouse retina and antibodies against Crx, each of the three co-activators and one of their products, AcH3 (on K9/K14). The rod-specific transcription factor Nrl was also examined in the ChIP assays. As shown in Figure 3A , two photoreceptor transcription factors, Crx and Nrl, three HATs and AcH3 are all associated with the promoter and enhancer regions of the opsin genes in the retina, but not in the brain or liver (data not shown) where the opsin genes are not expressed. In contrast, in the retina, Crx and Nrl do not bind to the promoter of GluR6, a bipolar-specific gene, or Thy1, a ganglion cell gene, although the HATs and AcH3 are associated with the promoter of GluR6 and Thy1 (Fig. 3A) . None of these regulators binds to the liver-specific gene Albumin (Alb) that is not transcribed in the retina (Fig. 3A -D) . Furthermore, PCR analysis of IP samples using primers amplifying the 3 0 region immediately downstream of each opsin gene did not yield detectable PCR products (data not shown), suggesting that the above transcription regulators bind preferentially to regulatory regions of the opsin genes. To determine whether the association of HATs and AcH3 with the opsin genes occurs in the photoreceptor cells, similar ChIP assays were performed using mouse retinas lacking cones, rods or both by genetic ablation [coneless-Red-DT(A); rodless-Nrl
and rodless/ coneless-Red-DT(A)/rd1/rd1]. Consistent with photoreceptorspecific opsin expression, this HAT/AcH3-opsin promoter/ enhancer association appears to occur only in the photoreceptor cells, as it is absent in rodless/coneless mouse retina where both rods and cones are depleted (Fig. 3B ). In contrast, the HAT/AcH3 association with the promoter of bipolar/ganglion cell genes was unaffected in rodless/coneless retina, demonstrating the reliability and cell-type specificity of our ChIP assays. Furthermore, the HAT/AcH3 association with each of the opsin genes appears to occur in either rods or cones, as similar results were obtained using the retina of coneless mice [Red-DT(A)] where cones are genetically ablated (77) (Fig. 3C ) or rodless mice (Nrl 2/2 ) where all the photoreceptor cells are cones without detectable expression of rhodopsin or other rod-specific markers due to a null mutation of the rod transcription factor Nrl (19, 78) . Interestingly, HATs/AcH3 are associated with the rhodopsin promoter/enhancer in the absence of Nrl (Fig. 3D) , similar to the findings in the WT and coneless mouse retina, and yet the rhodopsin gene is completely silent in Nrl 2/2 retina (19). These results suggest that Nrl is not required for mediating HAT/AcH3 association with the rhodopsin promoter/ enhancer (discussed subsequently), and the HAT/AcH3 association alone is not sufficient for activating rhodopsin transcription. This implies that a high level of rhodopsin transcription requires the action of multiple transcription factors mediating chromatin remodeling and true transcriptional activation. Another interesting observation is that HATs/AcH3 and the two rod-specific transcription factors Nrl and Nr2e3 are associated with rhodopsin as well as cone opsins in rod photoreceptors ( Fig. 3C) (14, 71, 79) , suggesting that additional regulatory mechanisms are involved in silencing cone genes in rods. In summary, the results presented in Figure 3 suggest that, in photoreceptor cells, the three HATs Gcn5, Cbp and p300 are recruited to the promoter/enhancer of opsin genes, which correlates with K9/K14 acetylation of histone H3 and transcriptional activation of these genes. The association of three HATs with Crx in retinal nuclear extracts and on the promoter region of the opsin genes raises a possibility that Crx activates opsin transcription by recruiting these HATs to its targets to promote histone acetylation. This model predicts that, during photoreceptor development, opsin transcription should be preceded by Crx binding to the promoter followed by recruitment of HATs and AcH3. To test this prediction, quantitative RT -PCR and ChIP assays were performed on each opsin gene using developing mouse retinas of various ages from embryonic day 12 (E12) to postnatal day 28 (P28). The results of these assays are shown in Figure 4 . First, temporal mRNA expression of known photoreceptor transcription factors, Crx, Nrl and Nr2e3, and three co-activators was measured by RT -PCR ( Fig. 4A1 and A2 ). Crx mRNA was detected at E12, earlier than Nrl (first seen at E16) and Nr2e3 (at P0), substantially increased thereafter and reached a peak at around P7 ( Fig. 4A1 and A2 ). By comparison, Nr2e3 mRNA was initially detected at birth, later than Nrl (E16) and showed kinetics similar to those of Nrl but distinct from those of Crx (Fig. 4A2) , consistent with the fact that Nr2e3 requires Nrl for mRNA expression (19) . In contrast, the three co-activators are expressed throughout the developmental stages examined without substantial changes in mRNA levels for Gcn5 and p300 ( Fig. 4A1 and A2 ). However, Cbp mRNA also substantially increased during retinal development with kinetics similar to those of Crx (Fig. 4A2) , consistent with the observation that Crx regulates the expression of Cbp (discussed earlier).
Next, ChIP analysis using antibodies against the seven transcription regulators was performed on the proximal promoter and distal enhancer region of each opsin gene at various stages of retinal development (Fig. 4B1, B2 , C1, C2, D1 and D2). The results demonstrated that binding of the regulators to each opsin gene's upstream regions follows a sequential order: (i) binding of Crx, (ii) recruitment of Gcn5 and Cbp and appearance of acetylated histone H3, (iii) binding of other transcription factors Nrl and Nr2e3 and lastly (iv) binding of an activated form of RNA polymerase II (CTD Ser5 phosphorylated; Pol II) (Fig. 4B1, C1 and D1). For the first five regulators in this sequential order, the amount of opsin promoter DNA bound by each factor was quantified by real-time PCR (IP versus Input) at each developmental time point shown in Figure 4B1 , C1 and D1. Changes in binding at each time point examined were then presented as line graphs in Figure 4B2 , C2 and D2. For each opsin promoter, the shape of the lines appears to be similar to that of Crx, the first factor bound to the promoter, although the other lines were shifted to the right (indicating that binding was first detected at later time points). This sequential binding and parallel kinetics of increase correlates with the temporal expression pattern of each corresponding opsin gene measured by quantitative RT -PCR (Fig. 4B3, C3 and D3 ). Using S-cone opsin as an example, Figure 4B1 and B2 show that Crx was first found on the promoter region weakly at E12, before any other regulators including the HATs Gcn5 and Cbp that are highly expressed at the time ( Fig. 4A1 and A2 ). When Crx's binding reached a higher level at E14, Gcn5 and Cbp began to bind, followed by appearance of AcH3 at E16, then Nrl at E18 and finally Nr2e3 and Pol II at P0. Consistent with this sequential binding of the regulatory proteins, S-cone opsin transcript was barely detectable at E12, significantly increased at E16 after HAT/AcH3 promoter association was seen and peaked at around P3 -P5 when binding of each factor to the promoter reached a plateau (Fig. 4B3) . Furthermore, sequential binding of the transcription regulators also occurred in the more distal region (putative enhancer), although the timing shifted to later developmental stages (Fig. 4B1, bottom 6 rows) . Thus, S-cone opsin transcription appears to be initiated and regulated by sequential binding of Crx, HATs/AcH3 and other regulators. Similar sequential binding and temporal transcription patterns were seen for the M-cone opsin (Fig. 4C1 -C3 ) and rhodopsin ( Fig. 4D1 -D3 ) genes, although their curves were shifted to later ages and the kinetics were also different. For example, the sequential binding events on rhodopsin promoter/enhancer regions were detected after P2 (Fig. 4D1 and D2 ), much later than the two cone opsins (Fig. 4B1, B2 , C1 and C2), consistent with the relatively late phase of rhodopsin transcription (Fig. 4D3 ) when compared with that of cone opsins ( Fig. 4B3 and C3 ). Furthermore, sequential binding of the factors to the rhodopsin promoter had faster kinetics than the cone opsins, which also correspond to the fast kinetics of rhodopsin mRNA induction during the first 7 days of postnatal mouse life. These results suggest that Crx's recruiting of HATs to the target promoter/enhancer for histone H3 acetylation is a prerequisite for opsin transcription induction during photoreceptor development.
Crx is required for recruiting Gcn5, Cbp and AcH3 to the opsin promoter/enhancer regions in the mouse retina and Y79 retinoblastoma cells
To further determine the role of Crx in HAT recruitment and histone acetylation, we carried out quantitative ChIP assays to compare the association of three HATs and AcH3 and H4 with the promoter/enhancer regions of three opsin genes in Crx knockout (Crx 2/2 ) and WT mouse retinas. Table 1 shows that, in the absence of Crx, binding of Gcn5 and Cbp, but not p300, to the promoter/enhancer of all three opsins was significantly reduced, ranging from 21 to 58% of the WT levels. Consistent with this, the promoter/enhancer of all three opsin genes had significantly reduced levels of AcH3, ranging from 0.2% (for M-cone opsin locus control region LCR) to 33% (for rhodopsin promoter) of the WT levels. In addition, the promoters of S-opsin and rhodopsin also showed significantly decreased levels of acetylated histone H4 (36 and 64% of WT levels, respectively). These reductions correlate with little (8% for rhodopsin, 4% for S-cone opsin) or no (M-opsin) transcription of the opsin genes in Crx 2/2 retina reported previously (18) . The reduction in Gcn5/Cbp binding cannot be explained fully by possible Gcn5/Cbp deficiency, since (i) western blots and quantitative RT -PCR showed no significant changes in Gcn5 mRNA/protein levels, and the Cbp mRNA/protein levels remain at least 50% in Crx Fig. S1 ) and (iii) no significant Gcn5/Cbp binding defects were detected for Rbp3, a Crx-independent gene (18) these results suggest that Crx is required for recruiting Gcn5 and Cbp, but not p300, to the opsin gene targets as well as for acetylation of histone H3 (and histone H4 on rhodopsin and S-cone opsin promoters). These HAT recruitment and histone modifications are likely important for transcriptional activation of the opsin genes in the retina, since opsin expression levels parallel these decreases in Crx Crx interacts with two rod-specific transcription factors, Nrl and Nr2e3. To determine whether these two factors also contribute to HAT recruitment and histone acetylation of the opsin genes, we carried out quantitative ChIP assays using Nrl knockout mice (Nrl 2/2 ), which lack both Nrl and Nr2e3 (19) . Consistent with gel images of ChIP -PCR shown in Figure 3C , no significant alterations in binding of Crx, three HATs and AcH3 to the opsin gene promoters/enhancers were detected (Supplementary Material, Table S1 ). Thus, unlike Crx, Nrl (or Nr2e3) is not required for recruiting the three HATs and K9/K14 acetylation of histone H3 of the opsin genes. This finding is consistent with the observation that Nrl does not bind to the opsin gene promoters until after Crx and HATs/AcH3 bind during retinal development (Fig. 4) .
To further determine whether the above findings from the mouse retina also apply to human photoreceptor genes, we performed similar RT -PCR and ChIP analysis of the opsin genes using a human retinoblastoma cell line Y79 and compared the results with those from a normal human retina sample. Y79 cells are undifferentiated (80) and do not express any opsin (Fig. 5A ). These cells do express CRX messenger RNA, but at a much lower level than the human retina (Fig. 5A) . As a result, no CRX binding to the promoter of rhodopsin and three cone opsin genes was detected in Y79 cells, although CRX protein bound to the RBP3 promoter was detected in the same immunoprecipitates (Fig. 5B, left  panel) . In contrast, CRX and AcH3 are associated with the promoter of all four opsin genes in the human retina (Fig. 5B, right panel) . Similar to the results obtained in the Crx 2/2 mouse retina, this lack of CRX target binding in Y79 cells correlates with no detectable binding of GCN5 and CBP, as well as absence of AcH3 on the opsin promoters (Fig. 5B, left panel) . In contrast, the HATs and AcH3 are associated with the promoter of the RBP3 gene that is transcribed in Y79 cells. These results further support the finding from mouse studies that opsin transcription requires Crx's action to recruit HATs for histone acetylation of the chromatin associated with regulatory elements.
Y79 defects in histone H3 acetylation and opsin transcription can be reversed by expressing a recombinant Crx
To determine whether Crx is sufficient to reverse the Y79 defects in HAT recruitment, histone H3 acetylation and transcription of the opsin genes, a plasmid expressing a recombinant CRX was transiently transfected into Y79 cells. Shown in Figure 6A (Fig. 6B, WT bars) . This CRX-induced opsin transcription correlated with the association of CRX, GCN5, CBP and AcH3 with each opsin promoter as measured by ChIP assays (Fig. 6C, lanes 1 -3, 5 -7, 9 -11 and 13-15). Quantitative ChIP analysis showed an average of 5 -7-fold enhancement of HAT/AcH3 association with each opsin promoter (Fig. 6D, solid bars) , correlating well with the increase in transcriptional induction. In contrast, CRX expression did not dramatically alter the transcription and HAT/AcH3 association for the RBP3 gene that is expressed in untreated Y79 cells (Fig. 6A -D) . To determine whether this induction of opsin transcription by CRX is dependent on its ability to recruit a HAT, we took advantage of a mutated form of CRX, Q96/97WDQ7 (DQ), which lacks all nine Q residues in the end of HD and in the Qn motif, and therefore is unable to recruit STAGA-GCN5 in vitro (70) . This mutant CRX, however, can normally interact with CBP ( Fig. 1B  and C) , bind to DNA targets in vitro, and activate transcription of an unintegrated rhodopsin-luciferase reporter in transiently transfected HEK293 cells (70) . If CRX-mediated GCN5 recruitment is important for endogenous opsin gene transcription, we would expect this Q96/97WDQ7 mutant to be less potent than the WT CRX in promoting histone H3 acetylation and opsin transcription. As shown in Figure 6A , the Q96/ 97WDQ7 (DQ) mutant (lane 4) induces less endogenous opsin transcription than the WT CRX (lane 3) in Y79 cells. The promoter or enhancer occupancy was measured by DCT (i.e. CT IP 2 CT Input ) for each primer pair. The results from Crx deficient (Crx 2/2 ) retina are presented as % DCT of WT and represent mean + STDEV of three trials. Ã P , 0.05 based on paired Student's t-test.
The potency for this mutant to activate opsin transcription compared with that of WT CRX was quantified by real-time RT -PCR analysis (Fig. 6B ). DQ's mean potency was only 61% [blue cone opsin (BOP)], 62% [red cone opsin (ROP)], 51% [green cone opsin (GOP)] and 76% [rhodopsin (RHO)] of the WT activation levels for the four opsin genes, but no significant difference was seen for induction of CRX and RBP3 transcription. Thus, the DQ mutant indeed has a lower potency than the WT CRX to induce transcription of all four opsin genes. Consistent with the above results, quantitative ChIP assays demonstrated that the DQ mutant had decreased activities compared with WT CRX to recruit GCN5 and promote AcH3 association to each opsin promoter, although it bound to each opsin promoter and recruited CBP equally well as the WT CRX ( Fig. 6C and D) . For example, the amount of GCN5 and AcH3 recruited to the GOP promoter was only 57 and 68%, respectively in cells transfected with the DQ mutant when compared with the WT CRX. In contrast, no significant difference was detected for the amount of CRX and CBP bound to the GOP promoter (90 and 96%) in cells transfected with DQ and WT CRX. These results suggest that the lack of histone H3 K9/K14 acetylation and transcription of the opsin genes in Y79 cells is due to an insufficient level of CRX, which can be reversed by expressing a recombinant CRX. Furthermore, GCN5 appears to be important for CRX-mediated histone H3 acetylation and transcription of the opsin genes.
Y79 defects in histone H3 acetylation and opsin transcription can be reversed by HDACi treatments
If Crx-mediated histone H3 acetylation is critical for opsin transcription, increasing histone acetylation by using HDACi drugs should also enhance opsin transcription in Y79 cells without expressing a recombinant Crx. To test this possibility, we treated cultured Y79 cells with various doses of HDACi drugs. These include three inhibitors for class I/II HDACs (43), sodium butyrate (NaB), trichostatin A (TSA) and suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA), as well as one inhibitor for class III NAD-dependent HDACs, sirtinol (81) . RT -PCR and ChIP assays were performed 24 h after treatment. As shown in Figure 7 , the transcription of the four opsin genes was induced by TSA ( Fig. 7A and C) , NaB ( Fig. 7A and D) and SAHA ( Fig. 7A and E) in a dosedependent manner, but not by Sirtinol (Fig. 7A and F) . Quantitative dose -response curves showed that optimal doses of TSA, SAHA and NaB can induce opsin transcription up to 4 -7-fold ( Fig. 7C -E) , comparable to the levels induced by Crx transfection, although the induction capacity varies among different drugs and individual opsin genes. The induction in opsin transcription by the class I /II HDACi correlated with increased AcH3 levels on the opsin gene promoters/ enhancers (Fig. 7B) . In contrast, sirtinol, the inhibitor for class III HDACs does not exert any effect on AcH3 levels of the opsin gene promoters. Furthermore, the effects of the class I/II HDACi on transcription appear to be specific to Crx-regulated photoreceptor genes, as no significant dosedependent inductions were observed in transcription or AcH3 promoter association for the Crx-independent photoreceptor gene RBP3 or non-Crx target genes GLUR6 and THY1 that are not expressed in Y79 cells or retinal photoreceptor cells. In addition, none of the HDACi drugs, nor the CRX expression vector, can induce histone H3 acetylation and transcription of the endogenous opsin genes in cultured cells of non-retinal origin, such as HEK293 cells (data not shown), suggesting that additional factors are needed to make such cells responsive to these treatments.
DISCUSSION
The role of Crx in HAT recruitment and chromatin modifications
In this paper, we described several pieces of evidence indicating that Crx is involved in inducing chromatin remodeling of target genes by interacting with three co-factors with HAT activity. Crx interacts with Cbp or p300 in vitro in the absence of other mammalian transcription regulators. Crx has also been reported to interact with Gcn5 of the STAGA complex in vitro and in the Y79 cells via a bridge protein, ataxin-7 (50). However, this Crx -HAT interaction was not detected in retinal extracts (46) , raising a question whether the interaction actually occurs in vivo. Here we describe several pieces of evidence that strongly support Crx's interaction with Gcn5, Cbp and p300 in vivo on target genes: (i) all three HATs can be co-immunoprecipitated with Crx from mouse retinal nuclear extracts in a Crx-dependent manner; (ii) Gcn5, Cbp and p300 are associated with Crx targets, not only the opsin genes, but also several other photoreceptor genes such as Arr3, Pde6a and Pde6b (data not shown); (iii) The HAT-target association with Crx occurs at the right time (always preceded by Crx binding to target promoters during development) and in the right place (in photoreceptors); (iv) Gcn5/Cbp association with Crx target genes requires the presence of a WT Crx, as this target association does not happen or is dramatically reduced in Crx knockout mouse retina and in Y79 retinoblastoma cells which express an extremely low level of Crx. Together, our results suggest that one mechanism of Crx action is to recruit HAT-harboring co-activators to the target genes for chromatin remodeling.
It is interesting that different Crx domains interact with each of the three different HATs. Cbp and p300 are two closely related family members, and yet they interact with Crx at the N-terminus (Cbp) and AD-2 region (p300), respectively. These two proteins share 61% homology overall, but are almost 90% identical in several discrete regions (41) . A previous study suggested that the C-terminal domain of p300 is important for interacting with Crx (76) . It would be interesting to further determine which domain on each protein mediates the interaction with Crx and whether these domains share sequence homology. Cbp and p300 have overlapping but distinct functions in transcription (76) . It remains to be determined whether all three HATs could interact with Crx simultaneously, especially on the same target gene.
As demonstrated in retina could be partially attributed to the reduction in Cbp mRNA and protein expression levels (Fig. 2) . During normal retinal development, Cbp mRNA levels are induced following Crx mRNA induction (Fig. 4) . These findings suggest that Crx may regulate Cbp activity via both transcriptional regulation and protein -protein interactions.
It is important to point out that some other regulatory factors in addition to Crx also contribute to HAT recruitment to opsin promoter regions and histone acetylation modifications. First, in the absence of Crx, p300 binds to the opsin promoters/enhancers normally (Table 1) . Second, extremely low but persistent binding of Gcn5/Cbp to the opsin promoters/enhancers is detectable in Crx 2/2 mice. Consistent with these observations, in Crx 2/2 retina, the transcription of rhodopsin and S-cone opsin remains at 8-12 and 4 -9% of the WT levels, respectively (14, 18) . Third, during retinal development, Gcn5/Cbp binding to the S-cone opsin promoter appears to be delayed for a few days after Crx binds to its targets. The reason for this 'slow' recruitment to the cone genes remains to be determined. One possibility is that this delay of HAT/AcH3 binding is attributable to a limited sensitivity of the ChIP assays to detect binding in cones in a rod-dominated retina. The other possibility beyond technical limitations, however, is that HAT/AcH3 recruitment to the cone genes during development requires some other cone transcription activator(s). Nuclear receptor family members such as TRb2 (21), Rorb (22) and Rxrg (23) are known to be important for the development of cone subtypes through interactions with co-activators/ co-repressors with chromatin remodeling capability (reviewed in 14,82,83). These nuclear receptors therefore could contribute to Crx-regulated chromatin remodeling and transcription of the cone genes. Fourth, transfecting Crx into HEK293 cells does not promote HAT association with the opsin genes and their transcription even when Crx was co-transfected with Nrl (data not shown). Nrl can synergize with Crx in activating rhodopsin-luciferase reporters in transfected HEK293 cells (16) and was recently reported as a regulatory factor necessary and sufficient for directing rod development (19, 79) . Nrl, however, is unlikely to be a key player in recruiting HATs and mediating histone H3 K9/K14 acetylation on the opsin promoters, because Nrl does not bind to the opsin targets until after HAT/AcH3 recruitment (Fig. 4B -D) , and Nrl deficiency does not affect the levels of HATs/AcH3 bound to the opsin genes (Supplementary Material, Table S1 ). These observations, however, do not rule out the possibility that Nrl is involved in chromatin modifications other than K9/K14 acetylation of histone H3. In contrast, Otx2, a close family member of Crx, is more likely a key contributor to histone acetylation modifications of the opsin genes. Otx2 contains several domains that are highly homologous to those Crx counterparts responsible for interaction with Cbp and Gcn5 (ataxin-7). Otx2 is required for photoreceptor development by acting upstream of Crx. Importantly, Otx2 is up-regulated in Crx 2/2 mouse retina (18) and, thus, could possibly compensate for Crx function in recruiting HATs and promoting histone acetylation of target genes in Crx 2/2 retina. It is also possible that, during development, Otx2 and Crx act together to mediate HAT and AcH3 recruitment.
The role of HAT-containing co-activators (co-activator complexes) in photoreceptor gene expression
The in vivo role of Gcn5, Cbp and p300 in retinal gene transcription, development and maintenance remains to be determined. Cbp/p300 is known to be involved in lens crystallin gene expression and development by interacting with c-Maf, a transcription factor closely related to Nrl, and a homeodomain protein, Prox-1 (84). Cbp and p300 have been shown to interact or complex with numerous transcription factors (85), many of which are clearly involved in retinal development and maintenance, including c-Fos/c-Jun (86 -88), Pax6 (89), pRb regulatory pathways (47, 90) as well as the nuclear receptor families. In contrast, fewer STAGA-Gcn5 interacting partners have been reported, including estrogen nuclear receptor alpha (91), the tumor suppressor protein BRCA1 (92), E2Fs (93) and c-Myc oncogenes (94) . Our immunohistochemistry studies showed that Gcn5, Cbp and p300 are expressed in all the nuclear layers of the adult (Supplementary Material, Fig. S1 ) and P14 (data not shown) retina. In transient co-transfection assays of HEK293 cells with a rhodopsin-luciferase reporter, over-expression of Cbp, p300 and Gcn5 did not significantly enhance the potency of Crx (or Crx plus Nrl) to activate the rhodopsin promoter reporter (data not shown). However, these negative results do not rule out a role of these co-activators in Crx-mediated transcriptional activation, since transiently transfected reporters do not have the same native chromatin configuration as the corresponding endogenous genes. As an example, the importance of the rhodopsin enhancer (RER) was not detected by transient transfection assays, even though RER is known to be required for rhodopsin transcription in vivo (95) . Furthermore, HEK293 cells may already have sufficient amounts of endogenous GCN5, CBP and p300 for Crx-mediated transcriptional activation of the reporter genes so that the presence of additional amounts of each as a result of transfection would not increase the reporter activity. This possibility is supported by a previous report that knockdown of GCN5 using an RNAi strategy significantly reduced the potency of Crx and Nrl to activate a rhodopsin-luciferase reporter (50) .
Another important finding shown in the current study is that the defects in GCN5/CBP recruitment, histone H3 acetylation and transcription of the endogenous opsin genes in Y79 cells can be reversed by expressing a WT recombinant CRX, but the DQ CRX mutant that is defective in recruiting GCN5 is far less effective. Ectopic expression of CRX also induced the expression of NRL and NR2E3 mRNA (4.0 and 3.3-fold, respectively, when compared with vehicle-treated samples). NRL and NR2E3 are present at extremely low levels in untransfected Y79 cells. Thus, CRX-induced rhodopsin transcription in Y79 cells could result from a synergistic action of CRX, NRL and NR2E3. It is important to mention that the DQ mutant is as potent as WT CRX to induce NRL and NR2E3 expression in Y79 cells based on qRT -PCR analysis . This is consistent with the previous report that the DQ mutant of CRX is able to bind to DNA targets and mediate transcriptional activation normally in vitro (70) . The use of the DQ mutant has allowed us to separate Crx's role in Gcn5-mediated histone H3 acetylation from its intrinsic transactivating activity. Since the peptide sequence altered in this mutant was previously demonstrated to be responsible for Gcn5 recruitment (70), these results have provided direct evidence that Gcn5 is important for opsin transcription, at least in Y79 cells.
Two other pieces of evidence also indirectly support an in vivo role of Gcn5 and Cbp in photoreceptor function. A poly-Q expanded mutant ataxin-7, which serves as a bridge protein between Crx and Gcn5, blocks Gcn5 nucleosomal HAT activity in vitro and causes SCA7 with retinal degeneration in humans and model mice (50, 70, 75) . SCA7 mice showed impaired photoreceptor gene expression before the onset of photoreceptor degeneration (75, 96, 97) . It has also been reported that some brain neurons of SCA7 patients had CBP, but not p300, sequestered in nuclear inclusion bodies with poly-Q expanded ataxin-7 (98), which could reduce the availability of CBP for its normal co-activator function. Because conventional knockouts of Cbp (99, 100) and Gcn5 (101, 102) are embryonic lethal, the exact role of these HATs in photoreceptor gene expression, development and maintenance in vivo remains to be determined.
The role of chromatin modifications in photoreceptor gene expression
This manuscript is a first report describing a comprehensive investigation of the role of histone modifications in photoreceptor gene transcription and development in the mammalian retina. Acetylation of histone H3 on K9 and K14 residues appears to correlate well with the transcription status of the opsin genes during retinal development in WT mice. AcH3 increases on the promoter and enhancer region of each opsin gene appear to have similar kinetics as transcription increases of the corresponding opsin gene. Changes in AcH3 levels have been detected in retinal disease models associated with transcriptional dysregulation of the photoreceptor genes. These models include Crx 2/2 mice (current study), a model for LCA linked to CRX mutations, SCA7-92Q transgenic mice (50) and Y79 retinoblastoma cells (current study) in which the RB1 gene is deleted or mutated (103) . In all of these cases, low AcH3 levels correlated with the loss or significant reduction in levels of opsin transcripts. In the Crx 2/2 retina, significantly reduced AcH4 levels on the rhodopsin and S-opsin promoters may also contribute to the low expression levels of these two genes. These low AcH4 levels could be caused by the defective Cbp recruitment, as Cbp catalyzes acetylation of both histone H3 and H4. However, the relationship between AcH4 and opsin transcription during normal retinal development and maintenance remains to be determined.
Other pieces of evidence for the role of AcH3 in opsin gene transcription were obtained from 'gain-of-function' studies, in which histone H3 acetylation was enhanced by genetic or pharmacological approaches in Y79 cells. Three HDACi drugs TSA, SAHA and NaB significantly enhanced the expression of four opsin genes as well as several other rod and cone genes (data not shown), suggesting that these drugs may have therapeutic potential for treating retinal degeneration associated with Crx mutations. However, their effects on retinal gene expression in vivo remain to be determined. It is important to point out that the precise regulation of temporal and spatial expression of photoreceptor genes in the retina is expected to be contributed by the action of both HATs and HDACs, which establish a specific equilibrium between acetylated and deacetylated histones on each target gene at any given developmental stage. The AcH3 levels on opsin promoters/enhancers that we detected in the developing retina are the net result of this equilibrium. HDACi treatments could shift this equilibrium and produce differential effects on opsin transcription in vivo at different developmental stages. It was reported recently that TSA treatment of newborn mouse retina in explant cultures actually blocked transcription of rhodopsin as well as its key regulators Otx2, Crx and Nrl and induced cell death (56) . Thus, premature hyperacetylation of histones during development could actually inhibit rod differentiation. On the other hand, promoting histone acetylation by HDACi treatment may enhance photoreceptor gene transcription in those cells that are already differentiated into photoreceptors. Our studies on the kinetics of HAT recruitment and AcH3 levels of opsin genes during retinal development, and dose response curves in Y79 cells would provide useful information for future studies on therapeutic potential of HDACi to treat diseases in which transcription dysregulation in differentiated photoreceptors leads to retinal degeneration.
Histone modification is a dynamic process that can include acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitylation and sumoylation at multiple sites (31) . This dynamic process could be regulated by both cis-acting DNA sequences and trans-acting regulatory proteins. Thus, this study on histone H3 K9/K14 acetylation only touches the tip of an iceberg. Any factor that alters chromatin modifications could have a profound effect on transcription. On the other hand, variations in types and degrees of chromatin modifications among different genes could be encoded by specific regulatory sequences. For example, the chromatin configuration of the Rbp3 gene appears to be more accessible to Crx and other transcription factors than the opsin genes in early stages of mouse retinal development (data not shown) and in Y79 cells (Figs 5 and 6), when an extremely low level of Crx is present. This is consistent with hyperacetylation of histone H3 on the Rbp3 gene in those cases. The reason for this difference is unclear. Some other chromatin modifications or events prior to Crx action, such as Otx2 binding, could be responsible for chromatin remodeling and transcriptional activation of the Rbp3 gene during normal retinal development, as well as in Crx 2/2 retina and Y79 cells. The fact that Rbp3 expression begins prior to Crx expression during retinal development and is unaffected by a Crx null mutation (Crx 2/2 ) has placed Rbp3 into the category of 'Crx-independent genes'. However, this does not rule out the possibility that Crx contributes to the maintenance of Rbp3 expression after it is turned on. We have detected Crx binding to Rbp3 promoter in WT mouse retina and Y79 cells using ChIP analysis. In vitro protein-DNA binding (DNase I footprinting or electrophoretic mobility shift assays) and cell transfection assays also showed that both Crx and Otx2 can bind to and regulate the Rbp3 promoter (16, 17, 71, 104) . It is possible that Otx2 turns on Rbp3 expression during early retinal development via chromatin modifications, whereas Crx helps to maintain the Rbp3 chromatin configuration and transcription when the Otx2 level is reduced in differentiated photoreceptors. Studies of genetic interactions between Crx and Otx2 and epigenetic differences between Rbp3 and opsin genes may provide useful information on how various photoreceptor genes are differentially and coordinately regulated.
Model for photoreceptor gene expression and development
On the basis of the above results, we propose the model for photoreceptor-specific gene expression and development shown in Figure 8 . Opsin gene transcription is controlled by two ongoing regulatory processes, (i) derepression via chromatin remodeling and (ii) classical transcriptional activation. In non-photoreceptors or retinal progenitor cells, opsin genes are not transcribed due to the absence of specific transactivators and a compacted chromatin configuration. During retinal development, some multi-potent progenitor cells exit mitotic cycling and begin to express Otx2 and subsequently Crx. Crx binds to target DNA regulatory elements and then recruits HAT-harboring co-activators (or co-activator complexes) to the opsin genes, triggering histone acetylation that results in a less repressive 'relaxed' chromatin configuration. These cells are now photoreceptor precursors. This change in chromatin configuration allows more Crx as well as other transcription factors and the RNA polymerase II-basal transcription machinery to access their targets to achieve transcriptional activation of the opsin genes, resulting in terminally differentiated photoreceptor cells. Thus, Crx is required for both derepression and activation processes, and some other photoreceptor transcription factors, such as Nrl, may act only in the later activation process once the chromatin is in the relaxed configuration. This study has demonstrated that Crx plays an initiator role in derepressing photoreceptor genes, which involves a mechanism by which Crx recruits HAT-containing co-activators for acetylation of the histones.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mammalian expression vectors, antibodies and other reagents pcDNA3.1/HisC (Invitrogen) based mammalian expression vectors carrying bovine Crx and its N-and C-terminal deletions were described previously (61) . A mutant form of CRX, Q96/97WDQ7, which does not interact with ataxin-7-containing STAGA complex was described previously (70) . pcDNA3.1-based mammalian expression vectors containing mouse Cbp and human p300 coding cDNA were provided by the laboratory of Dr Kenneth Fischbeck (National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke) (105) .
Antibodies used in this study include: rabbit antibody p119b against Crx which was made against a peptide spanning mouse Crx amino acids 119-141 (Proteintech Group Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and affinity purified; mouse monoclonal anti-Crx (Abnova, Taiwan, H00001406-M02); rabbit anti-Cbp (Upstate Biotechnology, Lake Placid, NY, USA; 06-297), mouse monoclonal anti-Cbp (Chemicon, Temecula, CA, USA; MAB1133); mouse monoclonal anti-p300 (Upstate, 05-257), rabbit anti-Gcn5 antibodies (Santa Cruz, sc20698 Figure 8 . Model for the role of Crx in chromatin modification and transcription activation. In progenitor cells that have not committed to the photoreceptor lineage, chromatin associated with the opsin genes exists in a compacted state that excludes the transcription machinery and keeps these genes silenced. As these cells become committed to the photoreceptor lineage, they express Crx, which binds to opsin promoters. Bound Crx then recruits co-activators including HATs, which then modify lysine residues in the tails of histone H3 and H4, derepressing the chromatin associated with these genes and allowing basal levels of transcription. As additional transcription factors are expressed and recruited to these promoters, and as chromatin associated with enhancer elements becomes derepressed, transcription reaches high levels, allowing photoreceptors to build and maintain their outer segments and perform phototransduction. and sc8999), rabbit anti-di-acetylated (K9 and K14) histone H3 (AcH3, Upstate, 06-599) or anti-tetra-acetylated (K5, K8, K12 and K16) histone H4 (AcH4, Upstate, 06-598), rabbit anti-Nrl (Chemicon, AB5693), rabbit anti-Nr2e3 (29) and mouse monoclonal anti-RNA polymerase II CTD (Ser5p, Abcam, ab5408). Non-specific normal IgG from rabbit and mouse were purchased from Santa Cruz for negative controls in co-ip assays.
HDACi used in this study include sodium butyrate (NaB) (Sigma), TSA (Upstate), SAHA (BioVision, Mountain View, CA, USA) and Sirtinol (Sigma). 
Mouse strains

In vitro co-ip assays
Recombinant Crx, Cbp and p300 proteins with or without 35 S-labeling were generated by in vitro translation of the corresponding mammalian expression vectors using TnT T7 Quick Coupled Transcription/Translation kit (Promega). Co-ip assays were performed as described previously (75) with minor modifications in the wash buffer [50 mM Tris -Cl (pH 7.5), 450 mM NaCl and 0.5% Triton X-100].
Cell cultures and transient transfections
Y79 retinoblastoma cell line was purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, USA) and cultured on six-well plates in RPMI-1640 medium with 15% fetal bovine serum, according to ATCC instructions. Transient transfections were performed using DreamFect transfection reagent (OZ Bioscience, Marseille, France, US distributor: Boca Scientific Inc., Boca Raton, FL, USA) and 4 mg of CsCl gradient-purified plasmid DNA at a 2:1 ratio (ml reagent: mg DNA) in 200 ml final reaction volume. Typically, 30 -50% transfection efficiency is achieved based on GFP þ cell counts when pEGFP-N1 (Clontech) is transfected as a control in each transfection. Normal human retina samples used as controls for Y79 cell RT -PCR and ChIP assays were from a 27-year-old male cadaver donor kindly provided by Dr David Beebe (Washington University, St Louis, MO, USA).
In vivo co-ip and western blot assays
Nuclear and cytoplasmic extracts were made from P14 mouse retinas using the NE-PER Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Extraction Reagents (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA) following manufacturer's instructions. Protein concentration of each crude extract was measured using Bio-Rad Protein Assay (Bio-Rad 500-0006) with BSA as a standard, and an equal amount of protein (100 mg) was used for co-ip assays with 1 mg of rabbit anti-Crx antibody p119b coupled to Protein A beads (GE-Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, USA) under similar conditions described for the in vitro co-ip assays. Proteins eluted from the beads were analyzed by SDS -PAGE/western blots as described previously (107) . Ten micrograms of crude nuclear extract made from each mouse strain was used as input controls. Primary antibodies used in the western blots include mouse anti-Crx (p119b, 1:500), rabbit anti-Gcn5 (sc20698, 1:500), mouse anti-Cbp (1:2000), mouse anti-p300 (1:500) and mouse anti-b-actin (1:5000) for loading controls. The secondary antibodies used include horseradish-peroxidase coupled antimouse or anti-rabbit IgG (Santa Cruz) at 1:15 000 -30 000 dilutions. The results were detected and visualized using the Millipore Western Blotting Detection System (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) and Amersham Hyperfilm (GE Healthcare).
ChIP assays
These were performed using six pooled mouse retinas, or 1 Â 10 6 Y79 cells, essentially as described previously (70) . The mouse strains used in ChIP assays include WT (C57BL/6J) at 6 -8 weeks of age or at various developmental stages as noted, rodless/coneless [Red-DT(A)/rd1/rd1 at 80 days], coneless (Red-DT(A) at 56 days, Crx 2/2 (at 14 days) and Nrl 2/2 (at 14 days or as noted). Transcription regulators bound to target chromatin were immunoprecipitated by rabbit or mouse antibodies against specified antigens or normal rabbit/mouse IgG as negative controls. The immunoprecipitated chromatin DNA and input controls (without IP) were analyzed by PCR using specific primers for the promoter or enhancer region of Crx-regulated opsin genes and the Crx-independent gene Rbp3. Two non-Crx target genes in the retina, Thy1 and GluR6, were included as negative controls. PCR primer sequences for most mouse genes were described previously (71) . The remaining primers are listed in Supplementary Material, Table S2 . Quantifications of ChIP assays were performed as described previously (50) . Briefly, quantitative real-time PCR analysis of regulatory sequences in input samples and immunoprecipitates was performed using SYBR Green JumpStart ReadyMix (Sigma) and iCycler PCR machine (Bio-Rad). The difference was calculated as: DCT ¼ CT IP 2 CT input , where CT, the threshold cycle, is the cycle number (in the exponential phase) at which enough amplified product has accumulated to yield a detectable fluorescent signal that is significantly above the baseline fluorescence level. Mean DCT values relative to a specified sample and standard deviation (STDEV) for each experiment were calculated from triplicate samples assayed in the same run, and statistical significance was determined using the paired Student's t-test.
Quantitative real-time RT -PCR analysis
Total RNA was isolated from two retinas dissected from WT (C57BL/6J, Jackson Laboratory) mice (or embryos) at the indicated ages or from 1 Â 10 7 Y79 cells cultured on 100 mM plates, using Versagene RNA Tissue Kit (Gentra Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA). One microgram of total RNA was reverse transcribed using Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA) and anchored-oligo-(dT) 18 primer. The cDNA was diluted 10-fold and quantified by real-time PCR analysis in triplicate using SYBR Green JumpStart ReadyMix (Sigma) and iCycler PCR machine (Bio-Rad). b-actin was used as a loading control. Relative expression levels normalized to the b-actin levels were determined as described previously (29) . Mean value and STDEV for each experiment from three repeats were calculated, and statistical significance was calculated using the paired Student's t-test. RT -PCR primers not described previously (71) are listed in Supplementary Material, Table S2 .
Immunohistochemistry studies
Paraffin-embedded eye sections from adult and neonatal C57BL/6J (WT) or Crx 2/2 mice were prepared and immunostained with specific antibodies as described previously (107) . Antigen retrieval in a citrate buffer was performed as described previously (107) . Primary antibodies used are as follows: rabbit anti-Crx-p119b (1:800); mouse anti-Cbp (Chemicon, 1:1000), mouse anti-p300 (Upstate, 1:600) and rabbit anti-Gcn5 (Santa Cruz, sc8999, 1:500). Goat anti-rabbit or mouse IgG antibodies coupled to Alexa Fluor A488 (Molecular Probes) were used as secondary antibody at a 1:400 dilution. The stained slides were cover slipped with Vectashield mounting medium with Propidium iodide (red, Vector Laboratories) and visualized using a fluorescence light microscope (Olympus BX51) with a Spot Cooled Color Digital Camera (Diagnostic Instrument Inc.).
